The aim of this research is to evaluate energy dissipation in various types of stepped spillways; inclined steps and steps with end sills by taking into accounts parameters such as; characteristic height of step(m), flow discharge per unit width ) (q and overall slope of steps stepped spillway( ) by numerical method. In this research the governing equations are solved by finite volume discretization method and the standard   k model is used for estimating the turbulence flow. In this research the structured grid is used to accommodated the well-defined boundaries and the volume of fluid (VOF) method is introduced to solve the complex free-surface problem. Results of the numerical method compare well with the experimental results of other researchers.
Types of stepped spillways
Stepped spillways can be classified into 3 groups: 1-stepped spillway with simple steps 2-stepped spillway with end sills 3-Stepped spillway with inclined steps Fig.1 depicts all these types. In Fig.3 different parameters such as height of steps (s). Length of steps (L) and the increment in step's height due to end sills or inclined steps were showed. 3 Literature Review
Dimensional analysis of parameters effect Energy dissipation in stepped spillways
The main parameters influence on energy dissipation in stepped spillways are the number of steps (N) steps height (S) length of steps (L) width of steps (b) initial flow energy of upstream (E 1 ) discharge per unit width (q) and the increment of steps height due to steps inclination or end sills. Therefore we have eq. 
How to determine the type of flow over stepped spillways
In this section we refer to the equations proposed by researchers to determine the types of flow over stepped spillways: Chinnarasi & wongwisess in 2006, [2] proposed equations (3.3) and (3.4) for inclined stepped spillways. The Minimum critical depth for having skimming flow obtained from Eq. [13] took velocity boundary condition to study energy dissipation over stepped spillway and ogee spillway for initial boundary condition they applied a flow profile assuming that the profile reduced the solution time. To achieve their studies they used ADINA software which used finite element to solve the problems (Chatila & Tabbara, 2005 [4] , Tabbara et. al. 2005 [13] ). The aim of this research is to evaluate energy dissipation in stepped spillways by taking into accounts parameters such as; characteristic height of step(m), flow discharge per unit width ) (q and overall slope of steps stepped spillway( )by numerical method. In this research the governing equations are solved by finite volume discretization method and the standard   k model is used for estimating the turbulence flow. In this research the structured grid is used to accommodated the well-defined boundaries and the volume of fluid (VOF) method is introduced to solve the complex free-surface problem.
Governing Equation of flow field
The governing equations of incompressible, viscous fluid are a continuity equation and three momentum equations in three directions, There equations are known as Navior-stokes Equations. In fact, these equations express conservation of mass and momentum from mathematical points of view. Based on Eulearan points of view, if a particle of a fluid is considered as a fixed volume in computational space, the http://www.ispacs.com/journals/cacsa/2014/cacsa-00030/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services exerted forces on this particle and the principle of conservation of mass are expressed with partial differential equations. In this paper the authors present a new configuration, simple stepped spillway, and numerically simulate this new configuration with using a finite volume code with the   k closure to model the turbulence unsteady flow. The volume of fluid (VOF) method is an interface capturing scheme that has been used to model the free surface flow (Nikseresht et. al. 2008 ) [3] . The momentum equation for the j direction of the turbulence flow reads:
where  is the density, P is the pressure,  is the molecular viscosity, 
Note that the dynamic condition, i.e., continuity of pressure at the interface is automatically implemented. The kinematic condition, which states that the interface is convicted with the fluid, can be expressed in terms of volume fraction C as follows (Nikseresht et.al. 2008 ) [3] :
In the VOF method, the interface is described implicitly (Nikseresht et.al. 2008 ) [3] , the data structure that represents the interface is the fraction C of each cell that is filled with a reference phase, say phase 1. The scalar field C is often referred to as the color function. The magnitude of C in the cells cut by the free surface is between 0 and 1 (0<C<1) and away from it is either zero or one.
 and  at any cell (denoted by ij) can be computed using a simple volume average over the cell :
where the subscripts L and a denote Liquid and air respectively.
Calibration Model
At first a classical test which is the flow over a step is solved. The geometry, dimensions, flow field and the reattachment length of the circulation zone downstream of the step is depicted in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows the boundary conditions of this problem. To check the accuracy of this numerical analysis, the numerical velocity at x position of .05 meter from the step, versus y (depth of the flow) are compared with the laboratory data in Fig. 4 , and shows a good agreement. In table (1) the numerical reattachment length ( r X ) is compared with laboratory reattachment length (Ruck, &Makiola, 1988) [12] . The percentage of error between these two methods is 6.97% which shows a good agreement. Finally, the so-called SIMPLE algorithm was used to couple the velocity and pressure. Flow field calculation continues so that the residuals are less than 10 -6 . In this research, unsteady Flow was initially modeled and calculations go on to reach steady state condition. Boundary conditions that were used were depicted in Fig.6 , A is Velocity inlet boundary condition, B is air inlet boundary condition in terms of zero pressure m C is similar to B, D is wall boundary condition, F is out -let boundary condition in terms of zero relative pressure, and E is the initial free surface condition. Fluent User's Guide, Fluent Inc (2001) [11] . In the considered models, the length of reservoir is 1m, downstream is 1m, the height of reservoir is 10cm and total height of A and B is 50cm.
Numerical models
In this research 6 series of stepped spillways were studied each of which was examined for three different discharge. Table ( 2), (3) includes the geometric charactistics, flow type, and the energy dissipation in inclined and with end sills stepped spillway. In tables, TR stands for transition, SK and NA represent for skimming and nappe, respectively. http://www.ispacs.com/journals/cacsa/2014/cacsa-00030/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services The designed height of spillway (H d ) was 0.05, 0.1, 0.15m and y c (critical depth) were 0.0334, 0.0667, 0.1m. In group 1, 2 and 3 the slope of steps stepped spillway ( ) were 11.3, 21.8, 30.96 degree, respectively. In group 4, 5 and 6, the height increment of steps (m) were 0.01, 0.02, 0.03m, respectively. In Figures (7) and (9) the profile of velocity in models were presented. The results of Numerical study of flow over stepped spillway with end sills were depicted in depicted in fig. 9 . It states that with fixed number of steps and spillway slope increasing the sills height increases energy dissipation of spillway. The results of numerical study of from over incline stepped spillway were presented in fig.10 . According to the Fig.10 , with fixed number of steps and spillway steps, increasing the inclination of steps increases the efficiency of spillway in dissipating Energy. In two type of stepped spillway discharge plays the main role in energy dissipation and the type of flow that is existing over steps is not influential. In fact it can be stated that as discharge increases the amount of energy which dissipated along stepped spillway decreases.
Comparison between the results of numerical study and those obtained from Experimental equations
In tables (4) (5) and (6) the results of numerical-analysis of flow were compared with results obtained from Experiment equations proposed by chamani and Rajaratnam (1999, 1994) [6] [7] [8] , chanson (1994) [9] and Christodoulou, (1993) [10] . The results are in terms of the amount of energy dissipated. For calculating the error between the results the following relationship was used:
In tables (4) and (5), the comparison between the results of numerical study and those experimental equations proposed by chinnarasi & wongwisess in 2006, [2] for inclined stepped spillways and stepped spillways with end sills were shown. comparing the numerical results of current study with the results obtained from inclined steps and steps with end sills reveals that for discharge per unit width of 0.019, error was about 8 percent while for discharge per unit width of 0.0537 and 0.0987, errors were within 17 ~ 20 percent. For inclined stepped spillways, the comparison of numerical results with hose of chinnarsi and wongwisess from experimental studied showed 1-9 percent errors for different discharges. In spillways with end sills and fixed dam height number of steps length of steps steps height and spillway's slope, increasing the sills height increase the efficiency of spillway in dissipating energy. finally, in inclined stepped spillways and variable steps inclination, increasing the inclination increases the amount of dissipated energy. 2. By conducting this numerical study we can conclude that numerical method is a robust way of determining flow field over stepped spillway and can rival experimental and laboratory study. while experimental studies are highly affected by laboratory conditions in numerical study different conditions. Can be modeled and consider each condition's effect promptly. 3. In the case that stepped spillway is inclined stepped spillway and the slope is fixed increasing the sills height or inclining the steps are highly efficient in energy dissipation. In addition stepped spillways with end sills provide better situation from aeration points of view. when the spillway is constructed out of dam body the minimum slope is preferred. It is important to take the minimum steps' height if simple stepped spillway is taken. If the energy dissipation doesn't satisfy design criteria stepped spillway with end sills can be replaced. 4. VOF, flow surface model, and the   k turbulent model are suitable for modeling flow over stepped spillways. VOF model can be used for all flow type modeling and, hence, it obviates the determine flow type. The discrepancy between numerical and experimental approaches are very close; error is within 1-28 percent. Therefore, numerical method is suitable for studying flow over stepped spillway. 5. Due to the employment of VOF model to determine free-surface it takes relatively large amount of time to reach a stable flow situation over steps. The existence of eddy and turbidity on steps cause the run-time to increase. To help the convergence, an internal boundary condition was assumed (refer to fig6) when the dimensions and number of computational cells increase, these is sues would intensify.
